
Sleep Well and Stay Slim: Dream or Reality?

The prevalence of obesity is increasing worldwide, with
serious consequences for affected individuals, health

care systems, and society. Because of the lack of effective
interventions for obesity prevention, obesity is likely to
continue to be a major public health challenge for many
years to come. Once obesity occurs, the available medical
treatment options include only a diminishing array of
drugs and bariatric surgery. The key to successful weight
loss and its maintenance is adoption of a healthy lifestyle
through altering food selection, reducing calorie intake,
and increasing physical activity (1). Unfortunately, many
obese individuals do not successfully modify their lifestyle,
and many who succeed initially do not maintain positive
behavior changes and eventually regain weight. The barri-
ers to maintaining healthy body weight are complex and
include physiologic, psychological, and social factors.
Emerging evidence points to sleep duration as another fac-
tor that influences weight (2). From a population perspec-
tive, sleep duration has decreased as obesity rates have risen
(3). Both animal and human studies document physiologic
links among sleep duration, circadian rhythms, and
metabolism (4). Furthermore, geographically diverse stud-
ies including individuals of various ages suggest a link be-
tween short sleep duration and obesity (5).

However, most studies on sleep and weight are cross-
sectional and thus are unable to determine which came
first: the short sleep or the high weight (3, 6). One large
population-based study provided insight into potential
mechanisms, showing that shorter sleep was associated
with higher circulating ghrelin levels and lower circulating
leptin levels—hormonal changes usually seen in states of
calorie deficit that could contribute to weight gain through
alterations in food intake and energy expenditure (7). The
stomach releases ghrelin to signal hunger, and adipocytes
release leptin to signal the state of the body’s fat stores.
Both hormones act through the hypothalamus, the major
homeostatic regulator that is well placed to integrate sleep
with appetite and energy expenditure. After weight loss
through calorie reduction, ghrelin levels are high and leptin
levels are low, possibly contributing to rapid weight gain
after resumption of less calorie-restricted eating. Rodent
studies showed that sleep deprivation was associated with
increased energy expenditure and hyperphagia (8). Further
evidence for a link between sleep duration and metabolism
comes from healthy volunteer studies in which acute par-
tial sleep deprivation led to increased ghrelin levels, de-
creased leptin levels, and increased appetite (9). Of interest,
reduced leptin associated with shorter sleep may be most
pronounced in the presence of moderate calorie restriction
(10).

In this issue, Nedeltcheva and colleagues (11) report a
crossover study in which 10 sedentary, overweight volun-
teers who were otherwise healthy had sleep limited to 5.5

hours per night for another 14 days and 8.5 hours per
night for another 14 days in random order. Participants
restricted calorie intake during these sleep manipulations.
Weight loss through calorie restriction was less from body
fat and more from lean body mass in the 5.5-hour sleep
group than the 8.5-hour sleep group. Fat oxidation was
also lower in the sleep-deprived state. Acylated ghrelin (the
active circulating ghrelin form) and hunger levels were also
found to be higher with sleep deprivation. These results
suggest differential effects of calorie restriction with sleep
deprivation on fat storage and use. The authors speculate
that the preferential loss of lean body mass could be related
to the conversion of muscle protein to glucose to cater for
the brain’s increased demand for substrate. More detailed
and larger metabolic studies are required to confirm this
hypothesis.

These findings provide insight on why sleep depriva-
tion interferes with the achievement and maintenance of
healthy weight. First, insufficient sleep leads to hunger,
making restricting calories difficult. Second, preferential
loss of muscle to fat with insufficient sleep could compro-
mise further weight loss and weight loss maintenance. Ad-
equate sleep might be an important factor in successful
weight loss, and perhaps sleep should be included as part of
the lifestyle package that traditionally has focused on diet
and exercise (5).

Although the study suggests an avenue to improved
and successful weight loss, several important questions re-
main regarding the link between sleep and metabolism.
Whether individuals adapt to sleep deprivation that lasts
longer than 14 days is unknown. The study includes only
10 healthy participants and may not generalize to others,
including those with comorbid conditions. A major prob-
lem with sleep laboratory studies is their applicability in
real life, where multiple other factors influence a person’s
ability to maintain a diet. Nedeltcheva and colleagues (10)
previously reported an association between sleep depriva-
tion and high snack consumption, suggesting that in-
creased wakefulness could influence body weight through
increased opportunity to overeat.

There may be other mechanisms through which sleep
duration influences metabolism. Nedeltcheva and col-
leagues (11) did not detect a change in energy expenditure
in the sleep-deprived state, but subtle changes could result
in weight gain over time. Sleep loss could result in daytime
fatigue that could hamper attempts to increase physical
activity. We have more to learn about the relationship be-
tween sleep duration and daily physical activity. It is also
possible that sleep deprivation leads to poor decision mak-
ing about diet choices. Of interest, Nedeltcheva and col-
leagues did not observe the significant change in leptin
levels that was observed in previous studies (12), suggesting
that we also have more to learn about leptin’s role in the
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interaction between sleep duration and metabolism. We
also lack information about the stages of sleep that are
most important to metabolism. Some studies suggest that
slow-wave sleep loss is associated with metabolic alter-
ations, whereas other studies suggest a role for rapid eye
movement sleep (13, 14). Finally, increased body weight,
even in the moderate range, is associated with increased
sleep-disordered breathing, which even if subclinical might
have physiologic effects on metabolism and weight loss.

Conducting careful human studies in the sleep labora-
tory is complicated. Yet, replicating these findings in the
clinical arena is a critical next step (6, 15) in addressing
important questions about sleep and body weight. Is it
feasible to extend sleep duration in obese individuals who
sleep only for short periods? If so, can patients sustain these
changes, and will it improve the achievement and mainte-
nance of healthy body weight? What is the optimal sleep
duration, and should interventions target a particular stage
of sleep? Is there a role for pharmacotherapy in achieving
ideal sleep patterns? A systematic approach to answering
these questions has the potential to identify new weapons
in our armamentarium against obesity and turn the dream
of achieving healthy body weight through sleep manipula-
tion into reality.
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